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Do I think the shareholders are getting value? Yes…a strong internal 
audit function and a well-planned one would provide benefit to 
shareholders and to non-exec. directors, and to a lot of people…
because they are, effectively at least, eyes and ears for people that 
aren’t involved on a daily basis. But from an audit point of view 
at this point in time, and maybe it’s just until we settle in a little 
bit more with the auditing standards as law…I’d be using it as an 
indicative mechanism. 
— Supplier

1.0 Key issues 

The issue of the external auditor’s reliance on internal audit and whether 
that had changed from the past and to what extent the capital market 
valued internal audit was raised with stakeholders. While this was a 
second-order issue in terms of the future of audit, responses raised the 
following issues: 

•	 how frequent is the presence of an internal audit function in 
organisations

•	 what benefits can an internal audit function provide to an 
organisation

•	 can the market assess the value of internal audit
•	 does the market value internal audit
•	 do boards of directors and/or audit committees value internal audit?
•	 is the external auditor relying more than was the case in the past on 

the internal audit function? 
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2.0 introduction

Stakeholder groups were asked questions about internal audit—in 
particular, variations of the question: ‘Do you think auditors are perhaps 
placing more reliance on internal audit than in the past, and do you think 
the market might be looking more at the value of the internal audit?’ 
Analysis of the responses by users, purchasers, suppliers, standard setters 
and regulators is presented next.

2.1 Users

This first quotation reminds us of the fact that not all entities maintain an 
internal audit function: 

Not as far as my companies are concerned, the companies that  
I research, because they’re generally too small to have a real internal 
audit function.

Several users say that the internal audit function is worthwhile. For 
instance, the first quotation speaks about its role in ensuring compliance 
and building an ethos of what is and is not acceptable: 

[A]n internal audit is fairly important…in the broking industry…
we have internal audits quite often, from a compliance point of 
view of what we do…they’re an important part of just building 
an ethos through a whole organisation that certain things are 
acceptable and certain things are not…an internal audit procedure 
is highly important because it stops any impropriety during the 
year, potentially, rather than just once a year. It’s probably cost 
effective, to a point, for a company to have internal auditors.

The same user goes on:

[There are] certain things where they could rely on an internal 
audit…it all comes back to materiality and that sort of thing. 
Obviously, large issues…need to be reviewed by the external 
auditor as well, but smaller certain issues [can] probably…be 
assumed correct under an internal [audit]…[I]s internal audit now 
compulsory? I think there [are] certain cases in the US whereby 
they’re stating that it is.
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In this next quotation, the idea is put forward that internal audit can 
potentially save companies money or a corporate collapse:

It’s probably an expensive operation for certain businesses to have 
internal audits, but…it potentially could save a lot of dough, or a 
corporate collapse as well, over time. It’s just one of those things…
in this day and age that you probably need to have.

The fraud-detection potential of an internal audit function is raised in this 
next quotation:

[Y]es, for the larger companies, risk management 
[and] internal audit are an issue that the market is 
more concerned about, and that they are looking to 
for companies to have. That is certainly something 
that my fellow analysts would probe when they’re 
looking at a company. What are your arrangements, 
and what is the internal audit, how is it organised? 
So…there is an awareness, at least in the analyst 
community, about the limitations of external audits. The fact that 
it’s not continuous audits, that in itself places more value, more 
responsibility, on the internal audit function of the company. And 
I’m thinking back [to] National Australia Bank, for example, [and] 
the Homeside debacle…there was a failure of the internal audit…
to really understand the implications of valuation models that were 
being used, and the people there were content to just sign off on 
black box-type…justifications. You know, ‘We’ve got the formula 
but…it’s too complicated for you to understand’, or it’s a trade 
secret…So yes, the internal audit function…is becoming more 
important for the larger companies in particular, and…the internal 
audit is the front line for fraud detection. It’s not the external 
audit…that’s the last line of defence.

Another user sees the external auditor reinforcing the work of the internal 
auditor, rather than the other way around:

I would be worried if external auditors were relying totally on 
internal auditors, because…I see the external auditor as being 
almost a second check against the advice in the role that the internal 
auditor is giving…it’s almost like a back-up…just a second opinion 
to make sure that something hasn’t been missed, so that we can rely 

‘[T]here is an 
awareness, at 

least in the analyst 
community, about 
the limitations of 
external audits.’
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100 per cent on our financial statements at the other end. And it 
gives us that extra level of comfort…internal auditors are important, 
and…you can rely on them to a point, but I wouldn’t like to see the 
situation where you had external auditors putting together an audit 
opinion purely based on the internal audit situation. 

The same person continues, emphasising the regularity of input that 
internal audit provides:

[T]hey both have an important role to play. And the internal audit 
should be more of a…regular input to the process. Whereas the 
external auditor is really a one or twice a year, come in and just do 
their spot checks to make sure, just to confirm in their own mind, 
that what the internal auditor says is happening, is happening. But 
they do need to make their own assessments.

There is not a great deal of enthusiasm for the propositions that external 
auditors are placing more reliance on internal audit than in the past or the 
market valuing highly the internal audit function. 

[I’m] not sure about the external auditors. I would hope that they’re 
still doing what they need to, to get their assurance done. I’m sure 
that they’re testing the processes of an internal audit and to the extent 
they’re satisfied. I don’t mind the fact that they rely on the internal 
audit perhaps, but…I would hope that it’s not to the exclusion 
[of] doing their own work. And in terms of the market placing the 
value…I don’t think that it really comes up…the assumption is that 
between the auditors and the internal auditors, what people are 
looking at on the financial statements is true and correct.

Some users, however, are more firmly of the view that the external auditor 
is not relying to a greater extent than in the past on the work of internal 
auditors, as these next few quotations reveal: 

I haven’t seen any evidence of external auditors 
changing the reliance that they’re placing on internal 
audit…it doesn’t seem to have changed…in the 12 years 
or so that I’ve been doing this kind of job…I  don’t 
even know whether the market does even think about 
internal audit. I’ve not ever had any discussion with 
anyone about that kind of thing or seen any indication 
that the market even thinks about it.

‘I don’t even 
know whether 

the market does 
even think about 

internal audit.
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I haven’t seen any evidence of an impact.

[T]he expectations of the external auditors [are] to check that 
that internal audit process is efficient and working, and not 
compromised…the example of that most recently is National 
Australia Bank, where hindsight was something very poor in the 
internal audit process that linked into management processes and 
all the rest of it. And you would hope an external auditor would 
have looked at that—which obviously again wasn’t the case—
and said, ‘The way it works is not actually going to achieve what 
everybody, internally and externally, thinks it is achieving.’ So…
there’s probably more focus on them as a very external third-party, 
independent checker of internal audit processes.

The interviewer prompts: ‘So more so in the past?’ The response is:

I suspect NAB and HIH and Enron and WorldCom and all the rest of 
it have increased that expectation.

‘How about auditors?’ asks the interviewer. The response is:

But they should have been doing it in the first place.

One user is more certain that there is greater reliance by external auditors 
on internal audit and the justification for this response is given as cost 
pressures.

[F]rom the external auditor’s perspective, they probably are being 
forced to rely on the internal audit processes more than they would 
in the past and that would be the pressure on costs more than 
anything…that’s perception; I haven’t got evidence to support that. 
And I’m not sure there is exactly a problem with that, provided the 
governance of the internal audit function is appropriate, the skills of 
the people that are doing the job [are] appropriate. And the external 
auditor can verify [it] by testing what approach they’ve taken and 
what the outcomes have been and what the recommendations 
have been…I’m not too sure that there is…a problem with it. In 
a badly governed internal audit environment…it would be a huge 
risk to rely on the internal audit function, but generally speaking, 
certainly the company we look at, that doesn’t seem to be an issue…
it is happening and…it’s happening because of the cost of audits 
these days…the real implications are the external auditor needs to 
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do that work on the internal audit function to satisfy themselves; it 
adds to the reliability of the work done by the internal auditors and 
how much comfort they can take from that work.

The same person continues: 

[T]he market…of institutional investors has never 
really focused on the internal audit function at all. 
I’ve had analysts who, obviously quite a few of 
them…work for me, and we would rarely ask to 
see internal reports or do anything like that…[In 
the] the marketplace, [there is] probably not a huge 
amount of interest or following [of] the internal audit 
function. Maybe that should change, I don’t know.  
I doubt it. I don’t think it will change.

There is not a great deal of enthusiasm from users for the proposition that 
the market values internal audit:

[I]n terms of the market placing the value…that…doesn’t…
really come up…the assumption is that between the auditors and 
the internal auditors, what people are looking at on the financial 
statements is true and correct.

[T]he market, myself included, assumes that the audit process is…
working as it’s intended.

In terms of [the] market placing more value [on it], I don’t know…
the actual companies would place a lot of value on it. The market 
probably wouldn’t know or care.

[A]s far as the market placing more value on it…it’s more of an 
internal quality-control process than anything…any external 
parties are aware of. I don’t think the market is that aware of the 
internal audit procedures other than it’s something that…most 
people within our market do, but obviously the better that you do 
perform that internal audit it, should assist you in the audit process 
at the end of the year. I don’t know whether they’re placing more 
reliance or less on it.

‘[T]he market…
of institutional 

investors has never 
really focused on 
the internal audit 
function at all.’
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2.1.1 Summary

The comments of users show that many value the internal audit. 
Specifically mentioned are its roles in ensuring compliance, building an 
appropriate ethos and in fraud detection. There is little support from users 
for the proposition that external auditors are relying more than in the past 
on internal audit. One user argues that cost is driving auditors to increase 
this reliance, but there is little agreement. There is virtually no support for 
the proposition that the capital market places value on the presence of an 
internal audit function and, in fact, an assertion is made that institutional 
investors ignore it.

2.2 Purchasers

Purchasers see internal audit as a valuable function, as is evident from 
these first two quotations: 

[T]he external auditor is absolutely crucial and the work that 
they do and the final assurances they give are absolutely critical. 
But if I want to look at whether my systems are working well 
in the company, and whether or not some of the areas…[in] risk 
management are operating properly then I would expect internal 
audit to be targeted to do that work.

[In industry] that relationship [between internal and external 
auditors] has been always very close…So my long-term picture of 
that is that external audit and internal audit worked together very 
closely…looking at each other’s audit plans.

The same person continues:

[T]he function of internal audit has always been—within this 
[company] and I suspect within all [companies in this industry]—of 
critical importance, and I doubt if that’s changed all that much; maybe 
the sophistication and the talent within it, but not the actual role.

There is, however, no support for the proposition that the market  
is placing more value on the internal audit function:

I don’t even know whether the market does even think about 
internal audit. I’ve not ever had any discussion with anyone about 
that kind of thing or seen any indication that the market even 
thinks about it.
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Is the market placing more value on the internal audit 
function? I think it is…we do as a private company. But 
in terms of listed companies, you know you can’t afford 
to make any mistakes, and especially large mistakes that 
are going to be picked up as part of an audit, so to have 
that internal process in place, whether it be in the form 
of a set procedure like a check list…most would do it.

The purchaser continues, pointing out the importance and usefulness  
of internal audit as a training ground within financial institutions:

[T]hat is essential. It is essential that the internal auditor be 
protected…I also follow a view that…this is one of the most 
effective and useful training grounds for rising young executives…
so internal audit…is not something which is sort of [a] lowly job 
within the organisation; it’s something which is really important…
it’s a really, really good tool. It’s very hard to achieve though 
because most people perceive this role as sort of a backwater…but 
you get a lot out of it if…it’s done properly. This is not to get away 
from the basic tests of fraud and all those things; you still need that 
capability. But…you need more these days and it’s essentially under 
the heading of risk management.

2.2.1 Summary

The purchasers who comment on the issue of internal audit tend to see 
a close relationship between external and internal audit. Purchasers see 
value in internal audit, not least because of its potential for training in risk 
management and other aspects within financial institutions. No purchaser, 
however, perceives that the market values the internal audit function.  
In fact, there is doubt expressed that the market even thinks about internal 
audit at all. 

2.3 Suppliers

The first supplier reminds us of how few entities have an internal audit 
function:

I still haven’t seen the trend back towards having fully fledged 
internal audit functions for a lot of our clients…you’ll find that 
the majority of our clients, out of this office, don’t have an internal 
audit…if you go back in history that was probably when this 

‘The market 
probably 

wouldn’t know 
or care.’
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market was…not doing so well, with the cost 
cutting, et cetera. From a commercial perspective, 
that would have been one of the areas [that was 
cut] and I haven’t seen it come back yet. I do 
have a number of US-referred clients that have 
an internal audit…so there is a function…The 
first observation would be I don’t think entities 
themselves, the ones I deal with anyway…are 
placing a huge value on internal audit, otherwise 
[they would] be putting that function in place in some way. So… 
I don’t see it impacting external auditors at this point…because  
I don’t have a number of clients that have internal audit. 

The same supplier continues, explaining how for the one client with an 
internal audit function with which he or she is familiar, there is some 
reliance on the work of that auditor:

The one that I do, there is a critical assessment of how good that 
internal audit function is, the quality of the people, the scope of 
work that they do. And then based on that assessment we will 
reduce the level of work we do in some areas. Now if we make 
that assessment and we feel that that internal audit isn’t…to the 
standard that we would like then we’ll do work over the top of 
it. Again, if you think about the key…judgment assessments of an 
audit, it’s unlikely that an internal audit function looks at those 
areas anyway. They look at more the underlying, lower processes. 
So…from a material issue on an audit perspective, whether there’s 
an internal audit function there or not, there’ll be the same effort 
on those issues because they tend to not get involved in those; it’s 
more on the process…side.

The next supplier, however, even though positive about the role of internal 
auditors, does not rely on their work, justifying this by the additional 
procedures that need to be carried out if such reliance is made.

‘I don’t think entities 
themselves…are 

placing a huge value 
on internal audit, 
otherwise [they 

would] be putting that 
function in place in 

some way.’
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[I]f I was looking at internal audit, if I thought 
it was just reviewing their results, seeing 
what they came up with, it would give me 
a better feel[ing] for what the internal audit 
environment was like, but at this stage, I’m 
not placing full reliance on it…I’d like to 
because it would save me work, but…any 
time you place reliance on a third party there’s 
a whole heap of procedures that you have to 
do. And I would’ve done those before they 

were law as well, but the cost saving is not 100 per cent…you can’t 
just chop off a whole heap of work, because you still have to do 
some work to make sure that the people doing the internal audit are 
appropriately qualified and the program is appropriate and covers 
all the risk areas. So it would ultimately be more efficient for me 
to be able to rely on internal auditors, so long as they plan their 
work properly and they reported to the right level of the board, and  
I thought their work would cover what I would see as all the risks.

The next supplier also points to the additional work required before 
reliance on the work of internal audit can be forthcoming:

In terms of…external audit placing more reliance on internal audit, 
[I’ve seen] very little…I was expecting more…an external auditor 
always has to make up their minds about how far they want to rely 
on any expert, but particularly internal audit…in practice, I haven’t 
seen any visible change in that over the last few years or even 
months. And I was expecting them to do a little bit more of that. 
Perhaps in the public sector there’s some increased reliance…[but] in 
the private sector, not really…So yes…the market does and external 
auditors perhaps surprisingly don’t. It may be that the external audit 
methodology is now so standardised, consistent and inexorable a 
methodology that there isn’t room to rely on internal auditing. Why 
would you do that? It’d be more effort to do the work you need to rely 
on an internal audit than it would be to go and do it yourself. So the 
fact that I see a difference in the answers to those two questions—do 
the external auditors know the market: yes—may actually be driven 
by some of your previous questions about the need for external 
auditors to change under regulatory pressure…ironically, that leads 
to less efficiency, not more, in that particular context.

‘[A]t this stage, I’m not 
placing full reliance on 
it…I’d like to because it 

would save me work, but…
any time you place reliance 

on a third party there’s a 
whole heap of procedures 

that you have to do.’
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One supplier who had been an internal auditor implies that the time 
available to an internal auditor, unfettered by fee constraints, permits  
a depth of checking that external auditors cannot always achieve:

I started life in the profession as an internal auditor and we used to 
work hand in glove with the external auditors and we both relied 
on each other…the external auditor could say to me, ‘Why don’t 
you check such and such.’ And I used to do operational auditing 
mainly…And I would not have any time constraint on checking 
such and such because I was employed by the company. I would 
check, go through that program and then report back to the 
managing director at the same time as the external auditor, so that 
the three of us could work collaboratively to make robust the whole 
audit process, internal and external. And that had the result of 
significantly reducing the audit fee to the company—and this was 
a major company…or ensuring that the external audit fee didn’t go 
up as much as it would normally have gone up if the internal audit 
process was not hand in glove for the externals. And we used the 
ACA and the CPA standards, relying on the use of another auditor…
and it worked extremely efficiently.

The same supplier, currently a board and audit committee member, goes 
on to discuss the level of cooperation between the external and internal 
auditors that can be observed in that organisation, and he or she obviously 
values the relationship. 

I’m on the board of a company at the moment which also has 
an internal audit process. I’m on the external audit committee 
representing the directors on the committee along with another 
fellow, and we work hand in glove with the internal auditors and 
we have nothing leaving us. And the internal auditors are working 
with the external auditors and it does work very well.

Another two suppliers point to the board of directors as particularly 
valuing internal audit, the second one commenting also on the value  
of internal audit to the market.

[B]oards of directors particularly are looking at internal audit 
functions quite often as a useful ally in the organisation to… 
go through and have a look at things, and of course using things 
like the auditing committee, they have a direct conduit to that… 
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I’ve also noticed that executive management, 
although…to some degree that has always been 
the case depending on the personalities, are also 
more inclined to use internal audit to do things. 

Is the market placing more value on the internal 
audit function…yes…that’s partly cyclical.  
It has gone through some ups and downs…
perhaps because external auditing has become so 

boring, internal auditing seems to be able to attract more people to 
it. It seems to be a more prized role.

The same person continues: 

[I]t may be that internal audit has also had a bit of a boost to 
its morale by its role in uncovering some of these United States 
corporate collapses—WorldCom particularly—which if it hadn’t 
been for the heroism of the internal audit people that wouldn’t have 
come out as soon as it did…So yes…the market does [value it] and 
external auditors perhaps surprisingly don’t. 

2.3.1 Summary

Suppliers remind us that not all their clients maintain an internal audit 
function. When that function is present, suppliers appear to value internal 
audit, yet surprisingly few state definitively that they rely on the work 
of internal auditors. Two offer the additional procedures necessary to 
investigate the internal auditor and his or her work as potential reasons 
for this. The experience is, however, mixed since another supplier, who 
had been an internal auditor earlier in his or her career, and who is 
currently an audit committee member, obviously values the close working 
relationship between the internal and external auditors in that company. 
Other suppliers support the value to boards of directors, especially non-
executive directors. 

2.4 Standard setters

Only one standard setter, who is also a supplier, is asked a question in 
relation to current reliance on internal audit compared with before the 
recent regulatory changes. 

‘[P]erhaps because 
external auditing has 
become so boring, 

internal auditing seems 
to be able to attract 
more people to it.’
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I wouldn’t say there’s more reliance. Well, cut out stocks for a 
moment, because that’s different. But I would’ve said it’s similar, if 
not slightly less.

The same standard setter continues in response to a question about 
whether or not the market is placing more value on internal audit:

Yes…well the directors are…their focus, similarly as their focus on 
external audit has gone up and they’ve acknowledged [it]…boards 
are, as a generalisation…much more focused around internal audit 
and what they’re doing than they were before. 

2.4.1 Summary

Standard setters confirm the suppliers’ view that boards of directors are 
placing more value on internal audit than in the past. There is, however, 
no support for the proposition that external auditors are relying more on 
internal auditors than in the past.

2.5 Regulators

Regulators are confident that external auditors are placing increased 
reliance on internal auditors, but think that the market cannot assess what 
internal auditors do.

[T]he external auditors are placing more reliance on internal 
auditors. Of course, it depends on their quality, but once they’ve 
been assessed as being solid and, turning out high-calibre work, 
yeah, there is reliance on them. I’m not sure about the market… 
I don’t have an opinion on that. I can’t see how the market can 
assess an internal audit function without…looking at what they do.

The same regulator continues, explaining that cost pressures are driving 
this perceived increase in reliance:

[S]ome of the market would be because of cost pressures. They’d 
know that external auditors are getting increasingly squeezed and 
would expect them to rely on internal auditors, but some of the 
market…the institutions, would be aware of that. I’m not sure 
whether the rest of the investing community would be aware of 
that though.
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Another regulator agrees that external auditors are placing more reliance 
on internal auditors: 

[I]nternal audit is a very big issue in the securities 
industry and [the] major players…have very 
aggressive internal audit teams, often on an 
international basis, major security brokers…I don’t 
know whether or not they’re placing more reliance 
on the internal audit function…the true position is 
that the whole concept of internal audit has become 
increasingly more important in a sense…as part of 

the internal audit is the whole…compliance function, which is very 
big in financial services…I know that boards of directors are very 
concerned to ensure that they’re getting the compliance function…
[and] audit functions operating properly. So to some extent some 
of the things which probably would’ve been picked up by an audit 
are now being dealt with internally…Because…now it’s not just 
you being good enough just to make the audit; you’ve got to be 
having procedures in place to deal with things in advance…it’s 
probably right that they’re placing more reliance on the internal 
audit function…you’ve got a proper internal audit, or internal audit 
function…some organisations do.

2.5.1 Summary

Regulators believe that external auditors are placing more reliance on the 
internal audit function. There is no firm view about whether regulators 
believe that the market values internal audit. One regulator points out 
how difficult it is for the market to value audit when it cannot see what 
that function does in an organisation.

3.0 issues and implications

While it is clear that there are organisations of substance that do not have 
a well-maintained or substantive internal audit function, it is the case that 
many of the users expressly value the presence of internal audit capacity, 
whether it is outsourced or in-house. Despite the fact that users value it, 
they see little interaction between the work of external auditors and the 
role of the internal auditor. Additionally and importantly for the issue of 
the role of audit in the capital market, there seems to be little support for 

‘[T]he true position 
is that the whole 

concept of internal 
audit has become 
increasingly more 

important.’
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the proposition that users value the internal audit as part of the value of a 
company in the sense of its appreciation in the capital market. Purchasers 
on the other hand see a relationship between the internal and external 
audit functions. Additionally, purchasers also value the role of the internal 
audit function and see it as an important part of the risk-management 
profile of an organisation. Consistent with users, purchasers do not see the 
internal audit function as having a positive consequence for the presence 
of the organisation and its participation in the capital market. There is 
some scepticism about whether the capital market thinks about or has a 
view of the role and value of the internal audit function.

The suppliers of the external audit function surveyed on this matter 
also take the view that not all clients maintain an active and substantive 
internal audit function. There appears to be little evidence that external 
auditors rely on the work of internal auditors as a valuable contribution 
to the external audit process, despite the fact that they recognise its value. 
Regardless of this, suppliers recognise that boards of directors and audit 
committees as well as executive directors and management appreciate 
the importance and value of the internal audit function. Consistent 
with certain others, standard setters do not support the proposition that 
external auditors rely on the work of internal auditors no matter how 
valuable or substantive that contribution might be.

Regulators do see external auditors as placing more reliance on the 
internal audit function, but they do not necessarily recognise that it is 
perceived as valuable to the market. A critical issue here is that the capital 
market might not discern the value, substance and significance of the 
work of an internal auditor.

On balance, the work of the internal auditor is, for those who are able 
to distinguish it, perceived as valuable, substantive and a contribution to 
the economic wealth of the organisation. There is considerable scepticism 
about whether it is observable to the capital market and the issue then 
becomes how the value and contribution of the internal audit might 
be better appreciated, potentially by the external auditor and, more 
importantly, the board of directors and those who participate in the 
capital market.
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4.0 Concluding remarks

The evidence of the lack of observability of the internal audit function 
provides a challenge for internal audit to add to the efficiency of the capital 
market. Because of the need for careful validation of the work of internal 
audit, there are significant cost pressures on external auditors being able 
to use the work of internal auditors. If, indeed, it is believed that the 
work of internal auditors could be of value in determining the credibility 
of financial statements, care might be given to reconsidering how the 
validation by the external auditor of the work of the internal auditor 
might be undertaken in an efficient way. This might require organisations 
such as the Auditing and Assurance Standards Board to reconsider what 
are the appropriate threshold requirements to determine that validation.

Additionally, and possibly more importantly, because the work of 
the internal audit is essentially unobservable to the capital market, 
consideration needs to be given to how that work can be provided with 
greater transparency. It is noted, for example, that the ASX Corporate 
Governance Guidelines recommend the existence of an internal audit 
function be disclosed to the capital market. An important advance on this 
would be if those guidelines were also able to describe the nature of the 
work and the scale of the undertaking in any given listed company. In that 
way, there would be a window on the quality and extent of the work of 
the internal audit that might be more satisfying to the information needs 
of the capital market.


